
 

 
LRNJB Rules for PLAYER DRAFTS 

 
Note: The goal of LRNJB and its draft is parity. Parity provides more fun and excitement 
for the kids who this league is for. The league is not for coaches to win championships and 
beat opponents. Coaches who try to game or manipulate the draft will be politely 
removed from coaching.  
 
1. Only the team head coach, the League’s Director or Basketball Operations, or any 
other person designated by the League may be present at the draft. A head coach that 
cannot attend the draft can have a “fill-in”. That “fill-in” is not guaranteed to be placed 
on that team.  
 
2. Upon opening of the draft for a Division, the coaches will randomly draw numbers 
from a container. The numbers will indicate draft order. A brief moment will be 
provided if case coaches wish to trade picks.  
 
3. Prior to drafting any player, and going in inverse order of the draft order, each coach 
will be allowed to select his team name from the options provided by LRNJB (the 
“League”), and, if applicable, chose whether or not he/she wishes to play an extra 
game (only an option in certain league formats).  Additionally, the inverse order will 
also allow practice time schedules to be picked.  The only caveat is that coaches who 
are coaching more than 1 team will have first picks based on draft numbers. 
 
4. The only automatic placement of a player in the draft is the coach’s kid, unless other 
players are mandated by the league. The allocating of coaches’ kids needs to be done 
before the draft starts. The following system will be used with respect to allocating the 
draft position of Coaches’ kids in the draft:  
 

a. Players identified as previous All-Stars in the current division are automatically 
slotted minimally as 2nd round picks  
b. Coach kid can be slotted anywhere the league feels is appropriate  
c. The League will make a recommendation for placement of the coaches’ kid 
based on its best judgement. Coaches can discuss and decide to accept or modify 
this recommendation based on majority vote.  

 



5. Prior to the draft, the League will issue a list of eligible players for each division’s 
draft (“Eligible for Draft List”). Only those players on the Eligible for Draft List may be 
selected by coaches at their Division’s draft.  
 
6. Players who did not attend Evaluation Day or who register after Evaluation Day will 
be placed on a random assignment list (the “Ineligible for Draft List”) unless:  

 
a. Exceptional Player Exception- If a player who misses Evaluation Day or 
registers late is known to the League to be an exceptional player through prior 
evaluation, performance, or All-Star selection in prior seasons, this information 
will be disclosed to all coaches and the player will be placed on the Eligible for 
Draft List.  

 
7. All players on the Eligible for Draft List will be drafted first. The draft will be a 
serpentine style through the rounds until all teams have selected all the players on the 
Eligible for Draft List.  
 
8. After selection of the last player on the Eligible for Draft List, the names of the 
players on the Ineligible for Draft List will be placed in a container and selected 
randomly starting with the next coach in the normal draft order following the coach 
who selected the last name on the Eligible for Draft List.  
 
9. When there are two or more siblings (not Head Coach children) in a division draft 
and the first brother or sister is drafted by a coach, that Head Coach automatically has 
to draft the other brother or sister. If the second sibling was evaluated, the league will 
recommend the draft slot placement for that sibling pending majority approval of the 
coaches. If the sibling was not evaluated and is not known to the league or coaches the 
second sibling will be placed in the next available round. If, at the end of a division 
draft, there are siblings on different teams, the League representative overseeing the 
draft shall immediately facilitate a trade so that they will be on the same team unless 
the parents of the siblings have requested otherwise.  
 
10. If a Head Coach wishes to have a particular assistant on his or her team, the Head 
Coach must select the assistant’s son or daughter through the draft. Therefore, 
assistants’ children are not protected in the draft.  
 
11. Prior to concluding the draft, Head Coaches may trade players with each other 
pending the approval of Director of Basketball Operations, or the designated League 
representative overseeing the draft. Trades may only happen with players drafted 
within one round. For instance, a player drafted in round 4 can be traded with a player 
drafted in 3rd, 4th, or 5th round, not the 1st round. This rule does not apply to hat 
picks.  
 



12. In the interest of time, each draft pick shall abide by the ONE MINUTE rule.  Each 
Head Coach shall not take longer than one-minute (at the maximum) to decide their 
draft pick.  For two divisions, we have 100 players; this will drastically affect the draft 
end time if coaches do not adhere to their time limit.  
 
13. To ensure parity and fairness, all selections and trades are reviewed and approved 
at the end by the Director of Basketball Operations, or the designated League 
representative overseeing the draft.  
 
14. After the draft has concluded and rosters are issued, there will be no more trades. 
Only upon an extreme situation may any roster move be made and only with express 
approval of the Director of Basketball Operations and League Management.  
	


